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1 INTRODUCTION
Nodes of emerging supercomputers have multiple GPUs, i.e., a
multi-GPU, on them. An application is often parallelized across
GPUs of a multi-GPU [3] using MPI, but a more performant as well
as a portable solution for parallelizing the application on a multi-
GPU is needed. OpenMP [1] is used to parallelize an application
on a multi-core or on a GPU, but OpenMP could be employed
to achieve parallelism on a multi-GPU. Doing this is beneficial
because (1) OpenMP has a lower memory footprint than MPI [3], (2)
OpenMP has load balancing features through OpenMP’s schedule
clause and tasking capabilities [7; 10], (3) OpenMP provides for
implementing parallelism incrementally while MPI does not [8],
and (4) using one programming model within the entire node can
reduce programming complexity and potential inefficiencies of
interoperability of MPI and OpenMP [4].

OpenMP has proven to be useful to assign work to multiple
GPUs on a node by, for example, OpenMP threads collectively of-
floading tasks containing OpenMP target regions to the GPUs of a
multi-GPU [6]. However, direct support is missing in the form of
specialized directives in OpenMP and optimizations for paralleliza-
tion of an application’s work across the GPUs of a multi-GPU. An
approach of using hybrid OpenMP+OpenACC for programming
multi-GPUs has been suggested previously by Xu et al [11], but this
work has been done on top of the OpenUH compiler rather than
the widely-used LLVM, and it doesn’t provide direct language or
compiler support for multi-GPU programming in OpenMP.

In this work, we present and experiment with an approach im-
plemented in the widely-used open-source clang/LLVM OpenMP
implementation [2] to support OpenMP parallelization of an ap-
plication’s work across GPUs of a multi-GPU. Our contributions
of this work are (1) language extensions to OpenMP for partition-
ing and scheduling work across GPUs and (2) compiler support in
the clang/LLVM OpenMP implementation for programming multi-
GPUs.

2 SUPPORT IN OPENMP FOR MULTI-GPUS
We propose enabling direct multi-GPU programming with OpenMP
through language support and associated compiler optimizations
through the widely-used and vendor clang/LLVM OpenMP imple-
mentation [2].

The language support in the proposal consists of a new direc-
tive called target spread, which aims to distribute the offload
of a for loop onto multiple devices by dividing its execution into
chunks. It introduces the devices clause, which specifies (1) the
devices that will share the workload, and (2) the spread_schedule
clause, which determines the distribution strategy and the size of the
chunks inwhich theworkloadwill be split. In order to also distribute
the arrays according to the specified schedule, two new delimiters

have been introduced: omp_spread_start and omp_spread_size,
which will respectively translate into the start and the size of each
chunk at execution time.

Example 1: Stencil Operations. In the following example, the for
loop encloses a stencil sum and has its range adjusted in order to
avoid accessing A out of bounds. Nevertheless, this could still hap-
pen at the chunk level inside the devices’ memory. To overcome this
issue, it is possible to perform operations involving the delimiters,
in order to specify a convenient halo for A:
#pragma omp target spread \

devices (2,0,1) \
spread_schedule(static , 4) \
map(to: A[omp_spread_start-1:omp_spread_size+2]) \
map(from:B[omp_spread_start :omp_spread_size ])

for(int i=1;i< N-1;i++){
B[i]=A[i-1]+A[i]+A[i+1];}

Example 2: Dependencies among target spread Regions. Here,
we have two target spread regions running asynchronously. By
using the new delimiters in the depend clause, it is possible to
synchronize them at the chunk level:
#pragma omp parallel
#pragma omp single
{# pragma omp target spread \

nowait \
devices (2,0,1) \
spread_schedule(static , 4) \
map(to: A[omp_spread_start:omp_spread_size]) \
map(from: B[omp_spread_start:omp_spread_size]) \
depend(out: B[omp_spread_start:omp_spread_size])

for(int i=0;i<N;i++){
B[i]=A[i]+10;}

#pragma omp target spread \
nowait \
devices (3,5,4) \
spread_schedule(static , 4) \
map(to: B[omp_spread_start:omp_spread_size]) \
map(from: A[omp_spread_start:omp_spread_size]) \
depend(in: B[omp_spread_start:omp_spread_size])

for(int i=0;i<N;i++){
A[i]=B[i]+20;}}

In our current implementation, the spread_schedule clause
supports only a static schedule, which consists of orderly assigning
the generated chunks, dictated by the chunk size, to the devices of
the devices clause in a round-robin fashion. If the chunk size is
not specified, our scheduler will try to provide each device a single
chunk of similar size (loop_size/num_devices). OpenMP does not
allow explicitly mapping the same array to the same device when
the new section overlaps and extends any previously mapped array
sections. Here the round-robin strategy automatically complies with
the restriction without performing any checks because it provides
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each device a set of non-overlapping chunks. A dynamic schedule
is more complex because it would have to add a verification step
before mapping arrays to avoid violating the mentioned restriction.

3 EVALUATION
We tested the performance of the new target spread direc-
tive against the existing target directive in a micro-kernel called
Stream (triad operation)1. We compiled both versions of the kernel
using our modified clang/LLVM OpenMP implementation (version
12) supporting the new directive. We ran the experiments on the
Barcelona Supercomputing Center’s CTE-POWER cluster, using
a node with 4 NVIDIA V100 GPUs with CUDA 10.1, each GPU
capable of running up to 40 streams (streams are command queues
which can overlap their execution according to the available re-
sources). The target version uses 1 GPU. We have two target
spread versions, one using 1 GPU, and another using 4 GPUs. The
problem size was set to 10 million elements.

Directive Time (s) Bandwidth (MB/s)

target (1 GPU) 0.880737 273.1
target spread (1 GPU) 0.925076 271.7
target spread (4 GPUs) 0.145715 1977.5
target spread (1) vs target 0.95x 1.01x
target spread (4) vs target 6.04x 7.24x
target spread (4) vs target spread (1) 6.38x 7.29x

Table 1: target vs. target spread.

Chunk size 25000 62500 250000 2500000

Time (s) 0.246214 0.145715 0.187575 0.324199
Kernels per GPU 100 40 10 1
Streams per GPU 40 40 10 1
Occupancy
(streams/max_streams)

1 1 0.25 0.025

Load Balance
(kernels/max_streams)

2.5 1 0.25 0.025

Table 2: Different chunk sizes in target spread (4 GPUs
max_streams=40).

In Table 1, the target spread directive using 1 GPU showed a
small slowdown over the existing target directive and very similar
bandwidth. Using target spread with 4 GPUs achieved 6.38x speedup
and 7.29x increase in the bandwidth usage (processed MB/s) over
using target spread with 1 GPU. We expect the superlinear speedup
to be due to the higher bandwidth, and thus lower CPU-to-GPU data
movement costs, when running on multiple GPUs with OpenMP.
Such improvements suggest benefits of the usage of our language
extension and its associated static schedule. Table 2 shows how
the variation of the chunk size of the target spread impacts
performance. We note that as we vary the chunk size, the number of
kernels per GPU and the number of used streams per GPU changes.
Although generating more than 40 kernels per GPU will ensure
the usage of the maximum number of streams of each GPU (40),
some of the streams will have a larger queue, resulting in load
imbalance. A chunk size of 62,500 generates exactly 40 kernels per
GPU, achieving maximum occupancy while also preserving load
balance, and ultimately ensuring the best execution time.
1https://repo.hca.bsc.es/gitlab/rtorres/target-spread-benchmarks/-
/tree/master/kernels/stream/src

4 REMARKS
The target spread directive presents two crucial limitations: (1)
the distribution of data is tied to the loop distribution (an execution-
centric approach), and (2) a target spread region must perform
data movement between the devices at the time of entering and
exiting the region, which may add up to a significant overhead.
We note that the target data spread directive is now under
development in order to decouple loop and data distribution. Its
purpose is to create a data region for several devices at the same time
where variables can bemapped individually with different strategies
(a data-centric approach). This approach allows the presence of
multiple enclosed target spread regions whose variables have
been mapped beforehand, hence skipping the costly stages of data
movement between devices and host.

We focus on a static schedule for the spread_schedule() given
our focus on the compile-time optimization, but using a variety of
dynamic schedules [7; 9] is an important step especially for load
imbalanced applications. To support dynamic schedules, we can use
a scheduling strategy provided in a prototype runtime systemwhere
OpenMP threads (1) generate OpenMP tasks (each of which contain
one or more kernels) on the CPU, keeping a shared state of GPUs of
the multi–GPU, and then (2) work together to dynamically map the
OpenMP tasks to GPUs [6]. We note that spread_schedule could
use a user-defined schedule [5]: a scheduling strategy’s name and
dequeue function could be defined and used in the application by an
application programmer, and the OpenMP runtime system would
invoke the dequeue function during the application’s execution.

5 CONCLUSION
We have shown in this work our design choices, implementation
and early results of features for OpenMP to parallelize across GPUs
of a multi-GPU. Further versions of the target spread directive
might allow the specification of device classes, e.g., devices(gpu),
devices(cpu), devices(fpga), which are beneficial for future
architectures with extremely heterogeneous processors. Also, we
will compare our approach of the OpenMP paralleization across
GPUs of a multi-GPU with a more conventional approach of MPI
parallelization across the GPUs. Finally, we plan to add support of
dynamic schedules in the spread_schedule() clause using task-
to-GPU scheduling strategies from prior work [6] as well as a more
sophisticated set of task-to-GPU scheduling strategies that are (1)
adaptive based on historical information about the GPUs during
application execution or (2) have variable-sized chunks, e.g., guided
scheduling, or a custom chunk size distribution in the queue.
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